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Courage to soar : a body in motion, a life in balance
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by Simone Biles Y B BIL
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The gymnast relates how her faith and family
saw her through several challenges, beginning
from her childhood in foster care, and shares
the professional journey that led to her earning
a spot on the 2016 Olympic team
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Reaching new heights : the Kelly Clark story
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Chronicles the life and career of snowboarder
Kelly Clark, an Olympic gold-medal winning
athlete who embraced her faith and
persevered in her sport
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Sidney Crosby : hockey superstar
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by Matt Doeden J B CRO
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"Presents the athletic biography of Sidney
Crosby, including his career as a high school
and professional hockey player"--Provided by
publisher
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Grace, gold & glory : my leap of faith
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Gold Medal-winning U.S. gymnast and
Olympic All-Around champion Gabrielle
Douglas tells her personal story of faith,
perseverance and determination,
demonstrating how kids can reach their
dreams if they let themselves soar.
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Relentless spirit : the unconventional raising of a
champion
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by Missy Franklin Y B FRA
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The four-time Olympic Gold medalist traces
the inspirational story of how she became
both a legendary athlete and a happy and
confident woman, achievements that were
accomplished by doing things her own way
and making the right choices for her family.
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Michelle Kwan, heart of a champion : an
autobiography

Michelle Kwan, heart of a champion : an
autobiography

by Michelle Kwan J B KWA

by Michelle Kwan J B KWA

Presents the story of California skater Michelle
Kwan, who claimed the women's World
Champion crown for figure skating at the age
of sixteen, profiling her as a role model for
today's young people and describing her hard
work and personal achievements.
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"A biography about Olympic gold medallist
snowboarder Shaun White. Find out how he
started snowboarding and skateboarding, and
what he plans to do in the future"--Provided by
publisher
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All heart : my dedication and determination to
become one of soccer's best
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by Carli Lloyd J B LLO
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A younger reader's edition of the memoir by
the Olympic gold medalist and World Cup
champion describes the low confidence that
nearly prompted her to quit soccer and how
she worked through her doubts to help lead the
U.S. women's national soccer team in a record-setting World Cup
series. Simultaneous eBook. 75,000 first printing.
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Describes the life of the sharecroppers' son who
became an Olympic legend and challenged
Hitler's dream of Aryan superiority
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The world's greatest Olympians
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by Michael Hurley J 796.48 HUR
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Examines notable athletes throughout the
history of the Olympics
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Freeze frame : a photographic history of the Winter
Olympics
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by Sue Macy J 796.98 MAC
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Bright photos capture the excitement and
drama of the diverse sports of the Winter
Olympics with detailed stories on historical
victories, great matches, and other memorable
moments, such as the Jamaican bobsled team
and the Soviet-American hockey match.
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